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Abstract
We present a general, proxy-based approach to volume haptics founded upon the notion of ‘haptic primitives’. Haptic modes each representing a different aspect of volumetric data, are created by defining sets of
haptic primitives which reflect the local properties of the
data. The proxy position for every time-frame in the haptic loop is found by balancing the force feedback in the
haptic instrument with the force from the haptic primitives involved. The presented general framework allows
for rapid development of haptic feedback modes for volumetric data. The approach also allows, in contrast to previous work on proxy-based volume haptics, combination of
non-orthogonal constraints and thus allows free combination of various modes in haptic exploration of multivariate
data. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach
through the implementation of five different haptic modes.
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Introduction

Recent development[7, 3] of proxy-based methods for
volume haptics has increased the potential of haptic interaction for scientific vuisualization of volume data and allowed it to address increasingly complex data modalities.
The proxy-based approach can be used to generate intuitive
force feedback without the use of intermediate surface representations; instead haptic modes representing the modalities are formed to direct the proxy’s movement.
Current methods for direct volume haptics, however,
can not handle haptic modes that include non-orthogonal
constraints and forces. Thus, basic haptic modes can not
generally be treated as independent connections between
the data and its haptic representation and new haptic modes
must be designed for each combination of data. In the
growing area of multi-modal data exploration this can become a serious impediment to providing simultaneous haptic feedback from several different data components.
In this paper we introduce a generalized approach to direct volume haptics in which any haptic interaction can be

represented using sets of haptic primitives — base components that each represent a particular haptic feature. The
primitives are used to create haptic modes that can be used
individually or be further combined into more advanced
haptic interaction schemes for single or multi-field data.
This new approach does not require that all constraints
be orthogonal and can thus be used to build generalpurpose applications for interaction with co-registered vector and scalar data from one or multiple volumetric objects. Furthermore, the notion of primitives provides an intuitive level of abstraction for modelling of haptic feedback
modes, enabling rapid prototyping of haptic interaction.
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Background and Related Work

A popular way to introduce haptic feedback from volumetric data without the use of intermediate surfaces, which
only represent a subset of the data, is to define the force
feedback as a vector-valued function of the data around the
haptic probe[5, 8, 1, 2, 4, 6]. Common components used
are probe velocity, to simulate viscosity, and the gradient
vector of the scalar field. In interaction with vector data
force functions can be as simple as using the interpolated
vector value at the probe position as force feedback[5]. A
more advanced force function for vector data interaction
pulls the haptic probe towards the core of vortex streams in
the data[4, 6].
The most recent approach to volume haptics is the
proxy-based approach. It requires three steps at each timeframe of the haptic loop. First local data properties around
the proxy point are determined. Then the proxy is moved
a certain distance, determined by the local data, in local
space. In previous work[7, 3] this has been implemented
by defining constraint equations that move the proxy to
simulate up to three orthogonal constraints, derived from
the volumetric data properties. Finally the new proxy position is used to calculate the force feedback for the haptic
instrument through
f~feedback = k (~xproxy − ~xprobe ) + D (~vproxy − ~vprobe )
(1)
where k denotes stiffness and D the damper term.

The force from the primitive is then given by
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The plane primitive attracts the proxy in the direction of
the surface normal, q̂i , but only when the proxy is on the
negative side of the surface, i.e. when
(a) Point primitive

(b) Line primitive

(~xproxy − ~xi ) · q̂i < 0

(6)

As long as Equation 6 holds the force from the plane primitive is constant, so we define the force by
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(c) Plane primitive

(d) Directed force

The new proxy position is then found by balancing the
force feedback from Equation 1 with the force from the
haptic primitives involved, as shown in Figure 2. Suppose
that we have sets of directed force, point, line and plane
primitives denoted Adirected , Apoint , Aline and Aplane , respectively. We calculate the residual force, f~res , from the
primitives and the force feedback by

Figure 1: Forces from the haptic primitives.
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Generalized Proxy Movements using Haptic Primitives

f~res

In this section we introduce the use of ‘haptic primitives’ as a model to represent forces and features in our
haptic environment. The primitives provide a high level of
abstraction that can be used to model a wide range of haptic modes and combinations of modes. All haptic modes
encountered in the literature can rapidly be modelled using
the primitives directed force, point, line and plane. These
primitives are designed to pull and push the haptic probe
in well defined directions to simulate features in the volume, see Figure 1. This is done by controlling the proxy
movements.
The haptic primitives can be expressed as simple force
functions which act on the proxy and so are a means to find
the new proxy position.
For primitive i we denote its position ~xi , its strength si
and, if the primitive has a direction/orientation, then it is
defined by a unit vector, denoted q̂i . The proxy position is,
as before, denoted ~xproxy . The directed force primitive is
expressed as
f~i (~xproxy ) = si q̂i
(2)
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The new proxy position is then found by minimizing
the residual force using an adaptive step-length numerical
solver. After the new proxy position is found the force
feedback is calculated through the virtual coupling, as expressend in Equation 1.
As an example consider only the plane primitive in balance with the force feedback: the proxy will be positioned
on the plane as long as the force feedback projected on the
plane normal is less than or equal to the strength of the
plane primitive. In this case the setup behaves like surface
haptics, see Figure 3 steps a to c. When the probe is moved
further from the plane, the proxy will find an equilibrium
below the plane, giving the same effect as the constraints of
earlier volume haptics methods, see Figure 3, step d. Similar effects are generated by the point and the line primitive.

if |~xi − ~xproxy | = 0
if |~xi − ~xproxy | =
6 0

(3)
To define the force from the line primitive we use a vector
m,
~ pointing from the proxy to the closest point on the line,
expressed by
m
~ = q̂i [q̂i · (~xproxy − ~xi )] − (~xproxy − ~xi )

X
i∈Apoint

and, with the displacement of the proxy relative to the
primitive being ~xi − ~xproxy , we calculate the force from
a point primitive by
(

= −k (~xproxy − ~xprobe )
X
+
si q̂i
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Haptic Modes

Haptic behavior is controlled by the automatic placement of haptic primitives, relative to the proxy point, in accordance with the local properties of the volumetric data.

(4)
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f~plane
~xproxy
f~point
f~feedback
Figure 4: Surface and friction simulation using plane and
line primitives at the position of the proxy.

~xprobe
Figure 2: Finding the proxy position that balances the force
between plane and point primitive (f~plane and f~point , respectively) and feedback force (f~feedback ).

~xproxy

~xprobe

~xproxy
(a)

(b)

(a) Orthogonal constraints
move the proxy to the exact
probe position.

si /k

(c)
(d)

~xprobe
(b) Non-orthogonal constraints move the proxy to an
erroneous position.

Figure 5: Proxy movements with two constraints using
the constraint-based approach. Both constraints have zero
strength in this example and the proxy should be moved to
the probe position.

~xprobe

Figure 3: Proxy movement over a plane primitive as the
probe is moved. The maximum distance between proxy
and probe, controlled by the haptic primitive, is given by
the primitive strength divided by the stiffness.

correctly. The individual movements due to the two constraints in the example shown in Figure 5 will contribute to
each other resulting in a movement that is too large. Other
combinations of non-orthogonal constraints show similar
behavior and so far there has been no simple way to circumvent this problem which has prevented free combination of different haptic modes in haptic exploration of multivariate data.
Since this new primitive-based approach uses a force
balancing equation to evaluate the new proxy position, it
allows free combination of haptic forces, including nonorthogonal. Thus, any or all haptic modes built from the
primitives can be combined to produce rich feedback from
multivariate data. This freedom also contributes to rapid
prototyping of haptic modes to tailor the feedback for specific tasks and applications.

This is the task of the haptic mode that acts as a link between the data and its haptic representation. So, by careful
selection of haptic primitives and definition of their properties, haptic modes can be designed so that they produce
haptic feedback suitable for different kinds of data.
A viscosity mode, for example, is implemented by using a point primitive. With a directed force primitive, force
function modes can be implemented such as a gradient
force mode or the vortex core mode[4, 6]. We also implement a more powerful version of the vortex core mode,
by using a plane primitive, with which not only a notion
of the vortex position but also its shape and extension is
clearly conveyed.
To convey the orientation of vector data a follow mode
is implemented using a line primitive. This mode produces forces restricting movement across the vector field,
thereby encouraging the user to follow the field orientation.
A surface-and-friction mode for representing implicit and
penetrable surfaces in, for example, Computer Tomography data is implemented using a combination of a surface
primitive and a line primitive, in a setup shown in Figure 4.
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Results and Evaluation

An implementation of the presented approach has been
tested on a Reachin Desktop Display. All the haptic modes
described in section 4 have been thoroughly tested and
evaluated. To demonstrate the variety of visualization applications to which our approach can be applied, we have
tested the modes on three datasets: a CT scan of a human
head, an MRI scan of the blood flow in a human heart (Figure 6) and a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation (Figure 7). In these applications combinations of the
surface-and-friction mode, the follow mode and the vortex

Non-Orthogonal Constraints

Algorithms for proxy-based volume haptics have, so
far, been incapable of handling non-orthogonal constraints
3

and implement new haptic modes. Development of haptic
interaction in related projects with volumetric data representations has consequently become faster and less laborious after deploying a framework based on this approach.
Furthermore, with the unification of proxy-based volume
haptics and force functions into one framework, a more
versatile palette of compatible methods can be provided.
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